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Abstract In the last years, image and video colorization has been considered from
many points of view. The technique consists in the addition of a color component
to a gray-scale image. This operation needs additional priors which can be given
by manual intervention of the user from an example image or be extracted from a
large dataset of color images. A very large variety of approaches has been used to
solve this problem, like PDE models, non-local methods, variational frameworks,
learning approaches, etc. In this chapter, we aim at providing a general overview of
state-of-the-art approaches with a focus on few representative methods. Moreover,
some recent techniques from the different types of priors (manual, exemplar-based,
dataset-based) are explained and compared. The organization of the chapter aims at
describing the evolution of the techniques in relation to each other. A focus on some
efficient strategies is proposed for each kind of methodology.

1 Context and Modeling
1.1 Challenge
Image colorization consists in the transformation of a grayscale image into a color
one. The reverse transformation, i.e., turning a color image into a grayscale one is
based on visual assumptions and it is also an active research topic [43, 18, 74]. Image
colorization is useful for the entertainment industry to make old film productions
attractive to young people, for instance. In France, in 2014, Apocalypse, a historical
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documentary by I. Clarke and D. Costelle was made from archives colorized by
F. Montpellier of the ImaginColor company. The broadcast gathered over 18.5% of
viewers over the age bracket 11-14 during the first two episodes [46]. The colorization
for movies is mostly performed manually, which is a very tedious work. As an
example, the colorization of about four hours of video sequences for the Apocalypse
documentary required forty-seven weeks by F. Montpellier and his team. Image
colorization can also be used to help a user to analyze an image, for example for
sensor fusion in [85]. For instance, to assist in airport security screening, color
is added to the X-ray scanner result based on the density of the objects, so that
the operator can know their composition and quickly interpret the result [1]. Image
colorization can also be used to restore artistic heritage, for example [27] or [81]. This
old subject started with the ability of screens to display color. A first approach, very
basic, consists in matching each grayscale to a color [28]. However, it is impossible
to recover every color without additional information (there are 256 grey levels and
about 16 million colors displayable on standard screens). In existing approaches,
this information can be added by three ways: the first one directly adds color to the
image by the user (see for example the approach of [48]), the second one provides
an example image (also called source image, see for example the method of [79]),
and the third one uses a deep learning approach based on a large database (see for
instance the method of [83]).
In this chapter, we propose a general overview of colorization methods which
have been described in the literature with a focus on few representative approaches.
This review is not based on the application point of view but it has been done from
a methodological perspective. The term “automatic” has been widely used, but it
means in fact that the algorithms are able to assist the user. For manual methods, the
diffusion of the colors put by the user is automatic, for exemplar-based approaches,
the diffusion of colors from a given reference image to target one is automatic but
actually it requires the choice of the source image. For dataset-based colorization,
the colorization is automatic after training on a large dataset given by the user.
In this chapter, an overview of the three different approaches to colorize images
(manual, exemplar-based and dataset-based) is proposed. In particular, a highlight
on a variational model is used as a thread along the chapter because this model enables
some coupling of different approaches such as manual with exemplar-based. More
generally, we focus on different strategies available among state-of-the-art methods
for each kind of methodology. Moreover, a final section proposes an overview of
coupled strategies.
In this chapter, the mathematical modeling of the colorization problem is reviewed
in Section 1.2. Next, in Section 1.3, we recall the definition of the range of the solution
and we present an algorithm to compute an orthogonal projection onto this set. The
three next Sections deal with, respectively, the manual, the exemplar-based and the
dataset-based colorization. Finally, in Section 5, we propose an overview about the
coupling of some techniques within a variational formulation.
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1.2 Mathematical Modeling of Colorization
In order to model the colorization problem, let us consider the luminancechrominance color spaces. The results of this section are based on the papers [64, 68]
that can be considered as state-of-the-art for luminance specification. In all stateof-the-art approaches, the gray scale image is considered as the luminance channel
of a color image. The luminance can be defined as a weighted average of the RGB
channels:
Y = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B.
(1)
Some other definitions are also sometimes used. For instance, the L channel of
the CIE Lab color space can be used. In order to preserve its content, colorization
methods must always require that the luminance channel of the image of interest is
equal to the target image. Most methods compute only the two chrominance channels,
complementary to the luminance, which is enough to provide a displayable color
image.
Some different spaces have been introduced, such as YUV, YCbCr, YIQ etc. The
transformation from RGB to YUV is linear and defined with the following matrices:
R, G, B, Y ∈ [0, 255], U ∈ [−111.18, 111.18], V ∈ [−156.825, 156.825].

(2)

R
0, 299
0, 587
0, 114
Y
© ª ©
ª© ª
 U ® =  −0, 14713 −0, 28886 0, 436 ®  G ® .
« V ¬ « 0, 615 −0, 51498 −0, 10001 ¬ « B ¬

(3)

Let us notice that the main problem raised by these color spaces is that all the
luminance-chrominance values cannot be converted into a RGB color between 0 and
255. Thus, some additional techniques have to be employed to recover the RGB color
image [64]. These techniques are out of the scope of this chapter, but the reader has
to keep in mind that they are essential to compute the final result. The next section
recall the basis of gamut problem in the case of the YUV color space.

1.3 Range of Chrominance
The natural problem arising when editing a color while keeping its luminance or
intensity constant, is the preservation of the RGB standard range of the produced
image. Most of the methods of the literature work directly in the RGB space [55, 26,
64], since it is easier to maintain the standard range. Nevertheless, working in the
RGB space needs to process 3 channels, while 2 chrominance channels are enough
to edit a color image while keeping the luminance.
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1.3.1 Description of the Range
In this section, we recall the geometric description of the set of chrominance values
which correspond to a particular luminance level, and which are contained in the
RGB standard range. Let us denote by T(y, u, v) the invertible linear operator mapping
YUV colors onto RGB ones. This operator corresponds to the inverse of the operation
described in Equation (3).
Proposition 1 Let y be a value of luminance between 0 and 255. The set of chrominance values (u, v) that satisfy T(y, u, v) ∈ [0, 255]3 is a convex polygon.
Remark 1 : For a given luminance, the chrominance values out of this polygon can
be transformed into the RGB space, but they are out of the bounds of the RGB cube.
A truncation of the coordinates is usually done, but it generally changes both the
luminance and the hue of the result.

Plane of colors with the
same luminance.

Y =180
U

w
V

G

R

B
b = (0,0,0)

(a) Set of the RGB colors with a (b) Corresponding colors in the
fixed luminance.
YUV space.
Fig. 1 The set of the RGB colors with a particular luminance is a convex polygon. The map from
RGB to YUV being affine, the set of the corresponding chrominances is also a convex polygon.

Proof (of Proposition 1) The intuition of the proof is given in Figure 1. The set of
the colors in the RGB cube whose luminance is equal to a particular value y is a
convex polygon (see, e.g., [64]). Indeed, the set of colors with a particular luminance
is an affine plane in R3 and the intersection of the RGB cube with it is a polygon.
The transformation of the RGB values into the YUV space being affine, the set of
corresponding colors is thus also a convex polygon included in the set Y = y.


1.3.2 Orthogonal Projection Onto the Convex Range
Pixel-wise, the valid chrominances are contained in a convex polygon that has, at
most, 6 edges. The numerical computation of the vertex coordinates has been detailed
in [68]. When the vertices are computed, and denoted by P1, P2, etc, the orthogonal
projection onto the polygon is computed as follows.
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The algorithm first checks if the corresponding RGB value is between 0 and 255.
If so, the point is its own orthogonal projection. If not, the orthogonal projection is
onto one of the edges and can be computed for each of them. Finally, the closest
result is retained as the solution. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1 and
illustrated in Figure 2.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm computing projection PR .
Require: X: chrominance vector; Y luminance value.
1: if RGB(Y, X) < [0, 255]3 then
2:
for i = 1 : n do
3:
j ← iD+ 1 mod n E 
−−−−→ −−−→
−−−−→ 
4:
α ← Pi P j | Pi X / k Pi P j k2
5:
if α > 1 then
6:
Xi, j ← P j
7:
else if α < 0 then
8:
Xi, j ← Pi
9:
else
−−−−→
10:
Xi, j ← Pi + α Pi P j
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
X ← argmin Xi, j kX − Xi, j k2
14: end if

P2
P1

Orthogonal projection
onto the closest edge.

In the constraint :
nothing to do.
P4
P3

Orthogonal projection
onto the closest vertex.

Fig. 2 To compute the orthogonal projection, different cases can appear. If the YUV color respects
the constraint, the projection is the identity. Otherwise, the orthogonal projection onto the closest
edge or vertex should be done.
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2 Color Diffusion
In this section, we first summarize state-of-the-art methods. We then present a strategy for image colorization based on the total variation minimization. This framework
uses some recent state-of-the-art approaches in order to diffuse color strokes on grayscale images. We review some work addressing a coupled total variation with a L2
data-fidelity term. Since this estimator is biased, we then review a debiasing strategy
that can be applied on this last model.

2.1 State-of-the-art of color diffusion
Some papers of the literature aim at helping the user to perform manual colorization.
This is done by a diffusion of the colors over the gray-scale image by various techniques. The diffusion approaches can also take inspiration from manual colorization
to improve the results of other colorization approaches. In this section, we will describe the diffusion techniques proposed in the literature. This chapter is based on the
papers [60, 68, 62] that are competitive methods of the literature. Let us remark that
there does not exist a perfect diffusion method, all the state-of-the-art approaches
having their advantages and drawbacks.
In order to perform manual colorization, a user manually adds color strokes. These
are called scribbles, and they consist in a set of pixels for which the chrominance
channels are defined. Many methods using this process have been proposed. For
example, the method of [48] solves an optimization problem for diffusing scribbles
on the target image, assuming that the chrominance must have small variations when
the luminance does vary a lot. Specifically, the following functional is minimized:
!2
H(U) =

Õ
r

U(r) −

Õ

wr s U(s)

,

(4)

r∼s

where r ∼ s means that pixels r and s are neighbors, and U is a chrominance channel
(the same functional is minimized for the channel V). wr s denotes the weights which
can be either:
2
2
wr s ∝ e(Y(r)−Y(s)) /2σ ,
or:
wr s ∝ 1 +

1
(Y (r) − µr )(Y (s) − µr ) ,
σr2

where µr and σr denote the mean and the variance of the neighborhood of the pixel
r. The two types of weights are more or less sensitive to the variation of contrast.
The authors of [53] includes texture similarity in the model of [48] to improve the
diffusion process.
The authors of [82] have proposed a simple and fast method using geodesic
distance to weight for each pixels the melting of the colors given by the scribbles.
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For each pixels of the gray-scale image, the geodesic distance from the scribble is
computed with respect to the gradient of the image. Next, a weighted average of the
chrominances given by the scribbles is computed. The weights are computed from a
function depending on the geodesic distance. This method enables a diffusion of the
chrominance on constant parts of the image with respect to a function having similar
properties as the inverse function:
• limr→0 w(r) = ∞;
• limr→∞ w(r) = 0;
• limr→∞ w(r + r0 )/w(r) = 1.
1
with 1 ≤ b ≤ 6.
rb
The authors of [41] have extended this method to textured images by introducing
texture descriptors in the diffusion potential.
Some methods are designed as a propagation of the colors from neighbors to
neighbors. Some colors are given by strokes drawn by the user. In this way, some
of the image pixels are colored. The algorithm then propagates the color to their
neighbors with a rule based on the values of the gray-scale image. To this aim, the
authors of [33] give an explicit formula for melting the neighbor colors, whereas the
ones of [45] provides a modeling based on probabilistic distance transform, and the
authors of [42] uses random walks.
It was also proposed to use diffusion through the regularization of non-local
graphs. The method proposed by [52] is based on the regularity of the image. This is
modeled as a graph, each pixel being represented by a vertex, and each neighborhood
relationship by an edge. A local graph is considered, where each edge represents a
relationship of 8 neighborhoods. The weight of an edge being inversely proportional
to the difference between grey levels, the minimization of an energy depending on
these weights (see for example, [49]), enables to diffuse the chrominances on the
constant parts of the image. If a non-local graph is designed with a weight which
depends on the distance between patches, a set of pixels is considered constant if the
patches are similar. Thus, the color of the scribbles is diffused between pixels close
in the graph, therefore belonging to similar textures.
Inspired by PDE diffusion scheme [56] some chrominance diffusion including
a guidance with Di Zenzo tensor structure computed from gray-scale image was
proposed independently by [58] and by [24].
The authors of [69] have proposed a variational approach in chromaticitybrightness color space (see, e.g., [10]) to interpolate missing colors. The reproducing
kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) are used to compute a link between the chromaticity and brightness channels. [38] introduced a variational model with coupling of
contours directions. Based on Mumford-Shah type functional, the authors of [39]
introduced a novel variational image colorization model. In the following, we present
a recent state-of-the-art method based on total variation minimization. This approach
enables to combine various strategies of the literature.

Yatziv et al. have proposed experimental results with the function
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2.2 Coupled Total Variation for Image Colorization
In the following we focus on a variational model to denoise the chrominance channels
of an image while keeping the luminance unchanged. Similarly to the colorization
model of [60], we want to find the minimizer û(c) of the denoising functional:
∫
û(c) = argminu=(U,V ) TVC (u) + λ
ku(x) − c(x)k 2 dx + χR (u),
(5)
Ω

with
TVC (u) =

∫ q

γk∇Y (x)k 2 + k∇U(x)k 2 + k∇V(x)k 2 dx,

(6)

Ω

whereY , U and V are the luminance and chrominance channels. This term is a coupled
total variation which enforces the chrominance channels to have a contour at the same
location as the luminance one. γ is a parameter which enforces the coupling of the
channels. Some others total variation formulations have been proposed to couple the
channels, see for instance [40] or [8].
The fidelity data term is a classical L2 norm between chrominance channels of
the unknown u and the data c. For each pixel, the chrominance values live onto the
convex polygon denoted by R and described in Section 1.3. This last assumption
ensures that the final solution lies onto the RGB cube, avoiding final truncation that
leads to modification of the luminance channel. Model (5) is convex and it can be
turned into a saddle-point problem of the form:
min max

u ∈R2

z ∈R6

λ
ku − ck 2 + ∇u|z1,...,4 + γ∇Y |z5,...,6 − χB(0,1) (z) + χR (u).
2

(7)

The primal-dual algorithm [9] used to compute such saddle-point is recalled in
Algorithm 2, where PR is the orthogonal projection described in Algorithm 1 and
PB is defined as follows for one pixel:

z1,...,4, z5,6 − σ∇Y

.
PB (z) =
(8)
max 1, z1,...,4, z5,6 − σ∇Y 2

Algorithm 2 Minimization of (7).
1: u 0 = c
2: z 0 ← ∇u
3: for n ≥ 0 do
4:
z n+1 ← PB (z n + σ ∇u n )
!
u n + τ div(z n+1 ) + λc
5:
u n+1 ← PR
1 + τλ
u n+1 ← 2u n+1 − u n
6:
7: end for
8: set û(c) = u n+1 and ẑ = z n+1 .
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The results produced by Algorithm 2 are promising but with a low data parameter
λ, the results are drab (see, e.g., [68]).

2.3 Constrained TV-L2 Debiasing Algorithm
In this section we present a debiased algorithm for correcting the loss of colorfulness
of the solution given by the optimum of (5).

2.3.1 The CLEAR Method [19]
The CLEAR method [19] can be applied for debiasing estimators û(c) obtained as :
û(c) ∈ argminu ∈R p F(u, c) + G(u),

(9)

where F is a convex data fidelity term with respect to the data c and G is a convex
regularizer. For G being the Total Variation regularization, the estimator û(c) is
generally computed by an iterative algorithm, and it presents a loss of contrast with
respect to the data c. In order to debias this estimator, the CLEAR method refits the
data c with respect to some structural information contained in the biased estimator
û. This information is encoded by the Jacobian of the biased estimator with respect
to the data c:
û(c + εd) − û(c)
.
(10)
Jû (c)d = lim
ε→0
ε
For instance, when G is the anisotropic TV regularization, the Jacobian contains the
information concerning the support of the solution û, on which a projection of the
data can be computed.
In the general case, the CLEAR method relies on the refitting estimator R û (c) of
the data c from the biased estimation û(c):
R û (c) ∈ argminh ∈H kh(c) − ck22

(11)

where H is defined as the set of maps h : Rn → R p satisfying, ∀c ∈ Rn :
h(c) = û(c) + ρJû(c) (c − û(c)), with ρ ∈ R.

(12)

A closed formula for ρ can be given:
ρ=


J (δ)|δ

 û(c)

if Jû(c) (δ) , 0
,
k Jû(c) (δ)k22


1
otherwise.


(13)

where δ = c − û(c). In practice, the global value ρ allows to recover most of the bias
in the whole image domain.
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An algorithm is then proposed in [19] to compute the numerical value of Jû(c) (c −
û(c)). The process is based on the differentiation of the algorithm providing û(c).
It is important to notice that the CLEAR method applies well for estimators
obtained from the resolution of unconstrained minimization problems of the form (9).
Nevertheless, it is not adapted to the denoising problem (5) that contains an additional
constraint χR (u) as CLEAR may violate the constraint.

2.3.2 Direct Extension of CLEAR to Constrained Problems
Extending the CLEAR method to the constrained model (5) requires to take the
constraint into account in the axioms of the refitting model (11). The main difference
with the original model is the addition of the constraint χR (u). We can first notice that
the refitting axioms h(c) = Ac + b for some A ∈ R p×n, b ∈ R p and Jh (c) = ρJû (c)
for some ρ ∈ R are in line with the introduction of the constraint. In particular,
the definition of the Jacobian Jû in Equation (10) remains valid with the constraint,
since û(c) and û(c + εd) are still in the closed convex R. The computation of the
ρ parameter in Equation (13) may nevertheless produce, from Equation (12), an
estimation out of the constraint, that has to be post-processed. This points out the
main difference between the constrained and the unconstrained debiased estimator.
In [19], the value of ρ is computed from the minimization of a map from R to R
defined as follows :

ρ 7→ k Id − ρJû(c) (û(c) − c) k22 .
(14)
In the case of the constrained problem, the function to be minimized is written as :
ρ 7→ k û(c) + ρJû(c) (c − û(c)) − ck22 + χR (û(c) + ρJû(c) (c − û(c))).

(15)

Let us denote by ρ the value defined in Equation (13). In the case when the constraint
is fulfilled, i.e., when û(c) + ρJû(c) (c − û(c)) ∈ R, then, the minimum of (15) is
reached with ρ.
If not, since function (15) is convex, it is possible to compute explicitly the
minimizer. The value ρ = 0 is in the domain of the functional because û(c) ∈ R.
The idea is to find the maximum value of ρ such that û(c) + ρJû(c) δ ∈ R. In this
case, since R is a convex polygon, this computation can be done with a Ray-Tracing
algorithm [80]. To this aim, we can parametrize the segment [û(c), û(c) + ρJû(c) δ]:
ρ̃ = max t ρ such that û(c) + t ρJû(c) (c − û(c)) ∈ R.
t ∈[0,1]

(16)

Equation (16) can thus be directly solved by the maximum value t such that û(c) +
t ρJû(c) (c − û(c)) intersects the border of R.
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2.3.3 Direct Debiasing Process
Let us summarize the refitting algorithm designed for model (5). The first step
consists in computing a solution of (5) with Algorithm 2. This iterative algorithm
provides at convergence a first biased solution û(c) and its dual variable ẑ. Once this
solution has been computed, the differentiated algorithm, presented in Algorithm 3,
is applied in the direction δ = c − û(c). This algorithm requires the definition of the
operator Πẑ ( z̃) which is the linearized version of the projection PB around ẑ, and
which reads [19]:
Πẑ ( z̃) =


 if k ẑk < 1
h ẑ| z̃i
1
z̃ −
ẑ otherwise.


k ẑk 2
 k ẑk


 z̃


(17)

Finally, the Ray-Tracing is applied to obtain ρ̃ and get the debiased solution as
û(c) + ρ̃Jû(c) (c − û(c)).
Algorithm 3 Differentiation of Algorithm 2 for computing Jû(c) δ from (û(c), ẑ)
0

1: ũ 0 = δ, ũ = δ
2: z̃ 0 ← ∇ũ
3: for n ≥ 0 do 

n
4:
z̃ n+1 ← Πẑ z̃ n + σ ∇ũ
5:

ũ n + τ div(z̃ n+1 ) + λδ
1 + τλ
← 2ũ n+1 − ũ n



ũ n+1 ←
n+1

6:
ũ
7: end for
8: Jû(c) δ = ũ n+1 .

Unfortunately, this direct approach does not lead to valuable results on general
cases. Indeed, if for one particular pixel the solution û(c) is saturated, and if the
debiased solution is out of R, then ρ̃ = 0 is the unique global ρ satisfying û(c) +
ρJû(c) (c − û(c)) ∈ R. Thus, the debiased solution is equal to the biased one, and the
debiasing algorithm has no action.
In the next section, we propose a model with an adaptive ρ parameter, depending
on the pixel, to tackle this saturated values issue.

2.3.4 Adaptive Debiasing Model for Constrained Problems
For a pixel ω such that û(c)ω + ρJû(c),ω (cω − û(c)ω ) fulfills the constraint, ρ is the
best value to refit the model according to the hypothesis of model (11). Here, Jû(c),ω
denotes the value of Jû(c) in pixel ω.
On the other hand, if for a pixel ω, the value of û(c)ω and Jû(c),ω (cω − û(c)ω ) are
such that û(c)ω + ρJû(c),ω (cω − û(c)ω ) < R, the ρ value has to be adapted. Thus, let
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us define for a pixel ω the adapted ρ̃ω as follows:
ρ̃ω = max tω ρ such that û(c)ω + tω ρJû(c),ω (cω − û(c)ω ) ∈ R.
tω ∈[0,1]

(18)

The constrained refitting model is then defined pixel-wise as:
RûR (c) = û(c)ω + ρ̃ω Jû(c),ω (cω − û(c)ω )

(19)

This definition ensures that the debiased estimation fulfill the constraint. Moreover, if the debiasing method of [19] produces an estimation that fulfills the constraint,
this solution is retained. Notice however that the CLEAR hypothesis Jh (c) = ρJû (c)
for some ρ ∈ R in model (11) is not fulfilled anymore. In numerical experiments,
for most pixels, the values of ρ̃ω computed with this method are the same as with
Model (11).
As illustrated by Figure 3, such a local debiasing strategy realizes an oblique
projection onto R.

2.3.5 Computation of the Oblique Projection
In [68], an algorithm used to compute the oblique projection when the constraint
is the chrominance set for a particular value of luminance (see, e.g., Section 1.3)
is proposed. To simplify the notation, the problem is considered for a single pixel
ω and one set u := û(c)ω , c := Jû(c),ω (cω − û(c)ω ) and ρ ∈ R computed by the
algorithm of [19].
For u + ρ c < R, the maximum value of t ∈ [0, 1] such that u + t ρ c ∈ R is
computed. Since u ∈ R, thus if u + ρ c < R, the segment [u, u + ρ c] crosses one
edge of the polygon.
One considers this problem by testing it into the RGB space. Indeed, the edges
in the chrominance space correspond to edges in the RGB one, and the intersections
between them correspond to intersections in the RGB space. In RGB, the problem of
finding the intersection between an edge and the polygon is reduced to computing the
intersection between the edge and the cube faces because the edges of the polygon
are included in the cube by construction (see, e.g., Figure 1(a)).
The transformation of the chrominance values u = (U, V) to the RGB space with
the luminance value Y is denoted by TY (u). From the expression of the standard
transformation from RGB to YUV, we have TY (u) = Y (1, 1, 1)t + L(U, V) with L a
linear function. The following equalities come:
TY (u + ρc) = Y (1, 1, 1)t + L(u + ρc)
= Y (1, 1, 1)t + L(u) + ρL(c)
= TY (u) + ρTY (c) − ρY (1, 1, 1)t .

(20)

It is required to compute ρ̃ such that TY (u + ρ̃c) is at the boundary of the RGB
cube. To this aim, the 6 different values ρ̃vc with c ∈ {R, G, B} and v ∈ {0, 255}
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^
x (y)+ρ J^x (y)(y - x^(y))

^
x (y)

^
x (y)+ρ~J^x (y)(y - x^(y))

Fig. 3 The refitting of the method of [19] may be out of the constraint. An oblique projection onto
this constraint is able to respect most of hypotheses of the Model (11) while fulfilling the constraint.

Initial image

Noisy image

TVL2 on UV

Biased model (5)

Model (19)

Fig. 4 Results of chrominance channels with a TVL2 model on chrominance, with the biased
method and with the unbiased method. The debiasing algorithm produces more colorfull results.

corresponding to the cases where the 3 coordinates of TY (u + ρ̃c) are equal to 0 or
255 are computed. For instance, if the first coordinate R of TY (u + ρ̃c) is equal to
255, we have:
TY (u + ρ̃255
R c) R = 255
TY (u)1 +

ρ̃255
R TY (c) R

so that
ρ̃255
R =

−

ρ̃255
R Y

255 − TY (u)R
.
TY (c)R − Y

= 255.

(21)
(22)
(23)

For each of the six values ρ̃vc computed as in Equation (23), one can compute
ρ̃ v
= ρc . The values tcv that are between 0 and 1 correspond to an intersection of the
segment [u, u + ρc] with the boundaries of R. One finally takes t ∗ = mintcv ∈[0;1] tcv
and the result of Equation (18) is given by t ∗ ρ.

tcv
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Initial image

Noisy image

TVL2 on UV

Model (5) [60]

Model (19) [68]

Fig. 5 The advantage of the coupled total variation (5) on the TVL2 model has been shown in [60].
In [68], it is refined in a better colorfulness-preserving model.

To summarize, to design a suitable variational model for image colorization, the
three mains ingredients are the coupled total variation, the orthogonal projection
onto the range of the problem, and the debiasing algorithm. This variational model
is a basis for image colorization in many paradigms. In the next sections, some
concrete cases of application of this model are presented in the case of exemplarbased approaches or coupled with manual techniques or CNN-based framework.

3 Examplar-based Colorization
The manual methods enable the user to chose the color in each pixel of the image.
Nevertheless, their main drawback is the tedious work needed for complex scenes,
for instance with textures. In exemplar-based image colorization methods, the color
information is provided by a color image called source image. The grayscale image
to colorize is called target image. This color image can be chosen by the user or
automatically provided from a database with an indexation algorithm.
The results available in this chapter are based on [67, 60, 62] which are among
the most recent methods in patch-based colorization and on [57] which is the current
most competitive method for exemplar-based colorization of face images.
In order to transfer the colors from the source image to the target one, three
concepts have been proposed in the literature. One of them is based on geometry, the
two others are based on texture similarities. The first one is specifically well adapted
to faces colorization. In the first part of this section, we will review the work of [57]
which is the current most competitive method for exemplar-based colorization of
face images. Next, we will present an overview of segmentation-based approaches
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which use the texture similarities on segmented parts of the images to transfer colors.
Finally, we present patch-based technique which avoid the requirement of an efficient
segmentation method and which can be coupled with a variational model.

3.1 Morphing-based Approach
In this section, we describe the model of [57]. The authors compute the morphing
map between the two gray-scale images Itemp and Itar with a model inspired by [4].
This results in the deformation sequence ϕ which produces the resulting map Φ from
the template image to the target one. Due to the discretization of the images, the map
Φ is defined, for images of size n × m, on the discrete grid G := {1...n} × {1...m}:
Φ : G → [1, n] × [1, m],

x 7→ Φ(x),

(24)

where Φ(x) is the position in the source image which corresponds to the pixel x ∈ G
in the target image. Now we colorize the target image by computing its chrominance
channels, denoted by (Utar (x), Vtar (x)) at position x as


Utar (x), Vtar (x) := U(Φ(x)), V(Φ(x)) .
(25)
The chrominance channels of the target image are defined on the image grid G,
but usually Φ(x) < G. Therefore the values of the chrominance channels at Φ(x)
have to be computed by interpolation. In the algorithm, bilinear interpolation is
simply used, which is defined for Φ(x) = (p, q) with (p, q) ∈ [i, i + 1] × [ j, j + 1],
(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1} × {1, . . . , n − 1} by



U(i, j)
U(i, j + 1)
j +1−q
U(Φ(x)) = U(p, q) B (i + 1 − p, p − i)
.
U(i + 1, j) U(i + 1, j + 1)
q− j
(26)
Finally, a colorized RGB image is computed from its luminance Itar = Ytar and the
chrominance channels.
Figure 6 summarizes the color transfer method.
The technique proposed in [57] is adapted to faces. To address the problem
of colorization of textured images geometric similarities are nor reliable. Texture
similarities have to be obviously compared. Such approaches are reviewed in the
next sections.

3.2 Segmentation-based Techniques
In order to transfer the colors from the source image to the target one, a lot of
approaches are based on an image segmentation techniques in order to compare
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Mapping
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YUV inversion
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Fig. 6 Overview of the color transfer. The mapping ϕ is computed from a model inspired by [4]
between the luminance channel of the source image and the target one. From this map, the chrominances of the source image are mapped. Finally, from these chrominances and the target image the
colorization result is computed.

the statistical attributes of the textures. For instance, the authors of [35] proposed to
compute the best correspondence between the target image and some segmented parts
of the source image. From these correspondences, some micro-scribbles are drawn
of the target image from the source image and the color strokes are then propagated
by the diffusion technique in [48]. In [76], the author used a segmentation approach
to colorize images of old cartoons. The method of [30] extracts various descriptors
from superpixel segmentation (see, e.g., [70, 2]) from target image and matches
them with the ones of the target image with these various descriptors (SURF, mean,
standard-deviation, Gabor filters, etc). The method draws hence one scribble for each
superpixel from this matching. The final color is computed from the optimization of
a criterion which favors a spatial consistency of the colors as done in [48]. A similar
approach has been proposed in [44].
The efficiency of these methods depend on the preliminary segmentation of the
images. In the next section, we propose an overview of patch-based techniques which
avoid this preliminary step.

3.3 Patch-Based Methods
The first patch-based method for image colorization is the one proposed by [79],
which is widely inspired by the texture synthesis algorithm introduced by the authors
of [25]. It is based on the patch similarities in the colorization process.
First, a luminance remapping (see, e.g., [32]) is done as a first step: in order
to make the luminance values more comparable between the source image and the
target one, an affine mapping is used on the luminance of the source image in order
to better match the histogram of the luminance channel. Indeed, the range of the
luminance channels could be different and the comparison of these channels could
be senseless.
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Cible
Recherche du patch le
plus proche.

Extraction de couleur.

(a) Search of the candidates.

(b) Sub-sampling on a regular grid.

Fig. 7 For each pixel of the target image, the method compares the patch centered on the pixel
with ones of the gray-scale version of the source. Next, the method retains the color of the central
pixel of the closest patch (see (a)). To speed up the algorithm, the search is not performed among
all pixels, but only on a sub-sampling (see (b)).

Next, for each pixel of the target image, the algorithm compare the patch centered
in this pixel with a set of patches extracted from the luminance channel of the source
image. Once the closest patch computed, the chrominance values of the pixel at the
center of the patch of the source image are extracted and provided to the considered
pixel in the target image (see, e.g., Figure 7). In combination with the luminance
of the target image and the chrominance values extracted from the source image, a
RGB color is given.
The set of the reference patches extracted from the source image is a subset of
patches randomly chosen in this way: the image is divided within a regular grid and
one pixel is chosen randomly on each part of this grid (see, e.g., Figure 7(b)).
The authors of [22] proposed an improvement which speeds-up the patch research
with a tree-clustering algorithm inspired from [78]. Next, the authors of [15] proposed
an improvement based on a Bayesian approach.
The patch based approaches suffers from two drawbacks which are the difficulty
to chose a reliable metric to compare patches, and the spatial coherency in the border
of two areas with different textures. We will see in the following how to overcome
these limitations.
The patch-based approaches need some metrics in order to compare patches.
Unfortunately, there does not exist any perfect metric, each of them having its
advantages and drawbacks. In most computer vision problems, the algorithms have
to distinguish objects or textures with the same accuracy and the same sensitivity as
human visual system. Metric for textures comparison are based on numerical data.
The link between this data and the human visual system is done by features that are
vectors which describes the local statistic of the image.
The most simple metrics are based on the mean or the standard-deviation of the
patches, whereas some others use histograms, Fourier transform, SURF features [3],
structure tensors, co-variance matrices, Gabor features, etc.
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Based on various patch metrics, it is thus possible to get many exemplar-based
colorization results. In the following, we focus on the fusion of such results to obtain
only one final result.
Experimentally, the authors of [5] have used he following descriptors:
• the standard deviation on 5 × 5 and 3 × 3 patches;
• the spectrum amplitude (FFT) on 7 × 7, 9 × 9 and 11 × 11 patches;
• difference in L1 norm of the cumulative histograms on 7 × 7, 9 × 9 and 11 × 11
patches.
These descriptors are used by the authors of [5] to extract eight color candidates for
each pixel in the same way as done in [79]. For each metric, the method retains
the pixel of the source image corresponding to the closest patch with respect to
this metric. After this step, for each pixel of the target image, eight pixels of the
source image can match. To summarize, each pixel having its luminance and eight
chrominance values coming from the matched pixels (see, e.g., Figure 8), eight
colors are available, called color candidates. In the work of [5], the colors are used
directly, whereas in [61] an oblique projection in the RGB color space is proposed
in order to avoid some artificial modification of the Hue due to gamut problems.
Some other metrics could be used. For instance, whereas the method of [12] is not
based on patch decomposition, it uses a local representation with SURF descriptors
to predict color in each pixel. Let us mention that this method also requires numerous
and complex steps.

Fig. 8 Some methods of the literature begin with the search of C candidates per pixel (here C = 8).

With multiple color candidates coming from various descriptors, a choice has to
be done among them. In the following we will consider a generic number of color
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candidates denoted by C. The aim of the methods describe hereinafter consist in
the selection of one of the color candidate. Let us notice that the choice of an ideal
metric based on metric learning has been proposed in [63] but with rather worst
results than state-of-the-art due to a lack of spatial regularization of the results. In
order to retain only one color per pixels, the authors of [5] proposed to compute a
median of the candidates based on an order between them computed with a standard
PCA of the set of colors. This PCA is required because there is no natural order in
the RGB space of colors. The method of [51, 50] provides an order in the set of
colors, but it requires some neighborhood information which is not available here.
Let us remark that the method of [5] does not use the spatial regularization or
spatial coherency of the color to chose a color candidate. The authors of [37] proposed
an extension to exemplar-based colorization of [39] with color inference based on
patch descriptors (DFT, etc). A variational method similar to [60] is proposed to
regularize the final results.

3.4 A Variational Model for Image Colorization with Channels
Coupling
In [60], the authors have proposed a functional that selects a color among candidates
extracted from a patch-based method, inspired by the method of [6] in order to tackle
some issues (numerical cost of numerical scheme, halo effects, etc). Assuming that
C candidates are available in each pixel of a domain Ω and assuming that two
chrominance channels are available for each candidate. Let us denote for each pixel
at position x the i-th candidate by ci (x), u(x) = (U(x), V(x)) stands for chrominances
to compute, and w(x) = {wi (x)} with i = 1, . . . , C for the candidate weights. Let us
minimize the following functional with respect to (u, w):
F(u, w) := TVC (u) +

λ
2

∫ Õ
C
Ω i=1

wi ku(x) − ci (x)k22 dx + χR (u(x)) + χ∆ (w(x)) .
(27)

The central part of this model is based on the term
∫ Õ
C
Ω i=1

wi (x)ku(x) − ci (x)k22 dx.

(28)

This term is a weighted average of some L2 norms with respect to the candidates ci .
The weights wi can be seen as a probability distribution of the ci . For instance, if
w1 = 1 and wi = 0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ C, the minimum of F with respect to u is equal to the
minimization of
∫
λ
TVC (u) +
ku(x) − c1 (x)k22 dx + χR (u(x)).
(29)
2 Ω
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To simplify the notations, the dependence of each value to the position x of the
current pixel will be∫ removed
in the following. For instance, the second term of (27)
Í
will be denoted by Ω C
w
ku − ci k22 dx.
i
i=1
∫ Í
2
This model is a classical one with a fidelity-data term Ω C
i=1 wi ku − ci k2 and a
regularization term TVC (u) defined in Equation (6). Since the first step of the method
extracts many candidates, we propose averaging the fidelity-data term issued from
each candidate. This average is weighted by wi . Thus, the term
∫ Õ
C
Ω i=1

wi ku − ci k22

(30)

connects the candidate color ci to the color u that will be retained. The minimum
of this term with respect to u is reached when u is equal to the weighted average of
candidates ci .
Since the average is weighted by wi , these weights are constrained to be onto
the probability simplex. This constraint is formalized by χ∆ (w) whose value is 0 if
w ∈ ∆ and +∞ otherwise, with ∆ defined as:
(
)
C
Õ
∆ := (w1, · · · , wC ) s.t. 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1 and
wi = 1 .
(31)
i=1

In order to compute a suitable solution for the problem in (27), authors of [60] propose a primal-dual algorithm with alternating minimization of the terms depending
of w. They also proposed numerical experiments showing the convergence of their
algorithm. Let us note that this recent reference shows that the convergence of such
numerical schemes can be demonstrated after smoothing of the total variation term.
Among all the numerical schemes proposed in the references [60, 77], we choose the
methodology having the best convergence rate as well as a convergence proof. This
scheme is given in Algorithm 2 in [77]. This algorithm is a block coordinate forward backward algorithm. To increase the speed-up of the convergence, Algorithm 2
of [77] is initialized with the result of 500 iterations of the primal-dual algorithm
of [60]. Whereas this algorithm has no guaranty of convergence, the authors of [77]
have experimentally observed that it numerically converges faster.
Unfortunately, the functional (27) is highly non-convex and it contains many
critical points. More precisely, the functional is convex with respect to u with fixed
w and reversely, it is convex with respect to w for fixed u. Nevertheless, the functional
is not convex with respect to the joint variables (u, w). Thus, even if the numerical
scheme would converge to a local minimum, the solution of the problem depends on
the initialization.
The dependence to the initialization implies an influence of the source image for
exemplar-based colorization, and it does not enable a fully automatic image colorization within this paradigm. In the next section, we will show how the colorization
from datasets can be used to tackle this last limitation.
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4 Colorization from Dataset
The third colorization approach uses some large image databases [83]. Neural networks (Convolutional Neural Networks, Generative Adversarial Networks, Autoencoder, Recursive Neural Networks) have also been used successfully leading to a
significant number of recent contributions. The survey proposed in this section is
based on the paper [54]. This literature can be divided into two categories of methods. The first evaluates the statistical distribution of colors for each pixel [83, 71, 14].
The network computes, for each pixel of the gray-scale image, the probability
distribution of the possible colors. The second takes a grayscale image as input
and provides a color image as output, mostly in the form of chrominance channels [34, 47, 7, 36, 21, 29, 31, 75]. Some methods use a mixture of both (e.g., [84]).
Both techniques require image resizing, that is either done by deconvolution layers
or performed a posteriori with standard interpolation techniques.

Target (input)

Result of [83]

Result of [54].

Fig. 9 Example of halo effects produced by the method of [83]. Based on a variational model, the
approach of [54] is able to remove such artifacts.

In the case of [83], the network computes a probability distribution of the color
on a down-sampled version of the original image. The choice of a color in each
pixel at high resolution is made by linear interpolation without taking into account
the grayscale image. Hence, the contours of chrominance and luminance may be
not aligned, producing halo effects. Figure 9 shows some grey halo effects at the
bottom of the cat that are visible on the red part, near the tail. On the other hand,
in comparison to the others approaches of the state-of-the-art, the method of [83],
produces images which are shinier.
Below, the CNN described in [83] is presented in detail. The method of [83] is
based on a discretization of the CIE Lab color space into C=313 colors. This number
of reference colors comes from the intersection gamut of the RGB color space and
the discretization of the Lab space. The authors designed a CNN based on a VGG
network [73] in order to compute a statistical distribution of the C colors in each
pixel. The input of the network is the L lightness channel of the Lab transform of
an image of size 256×256. The output is a distribution of probability over a set of
313 couples of a, b chrominance values for each pixel of a 64×64 size image. The
quantification of the color space in 313 colors is computed from two assumptions.
First, the colors are regularly spaced onto the CIE Lab color space. On this color
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space two colors are close with respect to the Euclidean norm when the human visual
system feels them close. The second assumption that rules the set of colors is the
respect of the RGB gamut. The colors have to be displayable onto a standard screen.
To train this CNN, the database ImageNet [20] is used without the gray-scale
images. The images are resized at size 256×256 and then transformed into the CIE
Lab colorspace. The images are then resized at size 64×64 to compute the a and b
channels. The loss-function used is the cross-entropy between the luminance (a, b)
of the training image and the distribution over the 313 original colors. Let us denote
by ∆ the probability simplex in C=313 dimensions.
Denoting by (ŵi (x))i=1..C ∈ ∆ N the probability distribution of dimension C in the
N pixels of the 64×64 image (over a domain Ω), and denoting by (wi (x)) the ground
truth distribution computed with a soft-encoding scheme (see [83] for details), the
loss-function is given by:
L(ŵ, w) = −

C
ÕÕ

wi (x) log(ŵi (x)).

(32)

x ∈Ω i=1

The forward propagation in the network provides a probability distribution over
the C colors. In order to compute a colorization result, a choice among all these colors
has to be performed. Basically, the authors of [83] proposed an annealed-mean in
each pixel, independently. After that, a resizing of the (a, b) channels at original size
is done and recombined with brightness channel to obtain the color image.
Nevertheless, this recombination is done without taking into account any spatial
consideration. In the next section, we will describe some approaches that couple
some previously described algorithms.

5 Coupled Approaches
Nor the exemplar-based methods, nor the manual techniques, nor the deep learning
approaches are able to colorize images without some defects. All of them having
drawbacks or advantages, we propose to describe some coupling approaches that rely
on different types of methods in the literature. First, a framework to couple exemplarbased approach and manual colorization is described. A coupling of variational
method with deep learning is then recalled.

5.1 Coupling Manual Approach with Exemplar-based Colorization
A method can be considered interactive when the user can influence the result of the
colorization process. Nevertheless, the interactivity can be difficult to reach. Indeed,
if a method computes a result with a too long delay, the user cannot stand to an
intermediary result in order to see the influence of his intervention. The results and
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the survey proposed in this section is based on the papers [62, 60] which have led to
a software [65].
Some of the exemplar-based methods enable some interaction with the user. For
instance, the swatches approach of [79] in which the user distinguishes some parts
of the image by drawing some rectangles on the source and target images where the
textures are similar. The method then colorizes some parts of the target image with
the specified parts of the source image. Finally, the method computes a solution for
all the remaining uncolored pixels of the image based on the already colorized parts.
The advantage of this framework is that the user can easily distinguish or associate
the textures of the different images, that is difficult with an automatic method. At
the opposite, the exemplar-based method is reliable to well colorize an image from
its own parts, because the textures are more similar. With this method, a contextual
information is added.
The framework of [16] exploits the huge quantity of data available on the Internet.
Nevertheless, the user has to manually segment and label the objects of the target
image. Next, for each labeled objects, the images with the same label are found on
the Internet and used as source images. The image research is based on superpixel
extraction [17] as well as graph-based optimization.
In the work of [23], the scribbles are automatically generated and the user is
invited to associate a color to each scribble. Then, the phases of the wavelet in the
quaternion space are computed in order to propagate the colors along the lines of
equal phase. Indeed, the wavelets in quaternion space are a measure of contours.
The method proposed in [62] consists in a combination of the method of [5] and
the one of [82]. The approach uses a GPU implementation to compute a solution of
model (27) that enables to colorize an image of size 370×600 in approximately 1 sec.
This computation time enables an extension of the exemplar based approach of [67]
by including interaction with the user, that leads to a software for colorization [65].
The scribbles can be given in advance or added step-by-step by the user. When a
source image is added, the first step consists in the extraction of C candidates as in
Section 3.3 and the corresponding weights are initialed with the value w = 1/C.
The information given by the scribbles influences the weights and the candidate
number. More precisely, for each pixel of the image, a new candidate is added
for each scribble. When a candidate is introduced, its weight is initialized for the
minimization process with a value depending on the geodesic distance in a similar
way as [82].
The geodesic distance, denoted by D, is computed with the Fast Marching algo −4
rithm [72] with a potential equal to 0.001 + k∇uk22 given by [11]. D is normalized
to get values between 0 and 1. The implementation of [59] can be used to compute
it.
The pixels having a low geodesic distance from a scribble get its color, whereas
those having a high geodesic distance are not influenced by the user intervention. The
w variable is composed by concatenation of uniform weights for the color candidates
coming from the source image with the patch extraction and the weight coming from
the geodesic distance. The values are then projected onto the probability simplex
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Í
∆ with the algorithm of [15]. The u variable is initialized with i wi ci and the
functional (27) is minimized using this initialization.
In Figure 10, we show a first example of colorization using both manual and
exemplar-based approach. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show source and target images.
Figure 10(c) corresponds to exemplar-based colorization done without manual scribble. In this first result, the sky is not suitably colorized since it appears brown instead
of blue, as well as the door in ruins. Moreover, some blue blotches appear on the floor.
Figure 10(d) shows that the corrections done by the user by adding three scribbles

(a) Source.

(b) Scribbles.

(c) Exemplar.

(d) Manual.

(e) Both.

Fig. 10 Colorization using manual and exemplar-based approach (a) Source image, (b) Target
image with 3 scribbles, (c) exemplar-based colorization, (d) manual colorization, (e) Both.

on the exemplar-based result (Figure 10(c)). Figure 10(e) illustrates the advantage of
the combination of the methods. Indeed, the work provided by the user is lower than
full manual colorization. It also shows that Model (27) is able to enhance contours.
Figure 11 shows additional results and illustrate the advantage to use the joint
model instead of using only source image (fourth column), or only scribbles (fifth
column). Colorization results of the last column in Figure 11 are visually better
than the ones computed from only one information source. This experiment shows
also that old photographies and faces are difficult to colorize with exemplar-based
approaches since they require more scribbles. This statement has been done in [13].
Indeed, old pictures contain a lot of noise and textures. Face image contains smooth
parts, for instance skin or background, with no textures. This kind of images is hard
to colorize with assumption of texture similarities. Nevertheless, it is possible to
compute suitable result with the joint method, as well as morphing-based approach
presented in Section 3.1. Let us remark that the scribbles given by the user have
naturally a local influence, but this influence can be also considered as global. For
instance, on the last row of Figure 11, the blue scribble in the arch also improves the
color of the sky in the left-hand part of the image.

5.2 Coupling CNN with a Variational Approach
In the following, we recall the results given in the paper [54] which consists into a
coupling between a variational approach with the output of the CNN of [83]. Next,
we perform numerical comparisons with the original CNN approach of [83].
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Fig. 11 Advantage of the joint approach, compared to manual and exemplar-based colorization.
From left to right: source, target with scribbles added by the user, exemplar-based result, scribblebased results, and finally the joint approach.

5.2.1 Coupling the CNN with a Variational Method
In image colorization, convolutional neural networks can be used to compute in each
pixel a set of possible colors and their associated probabilities [83]. However, since
the final choice is made without taking into account the regularity of the image,
this leads to halo effects. To improve this, we first propose to adapt the functional
of [60] to the regularization of such results within the framework of colorization. The
method of [60] being able to choose between several color candidates in each pixel,
it will be quite easy to use on the color distribution provided by the CNN described
in [83]. In addition, the numerical results of [60] demonstrate the ability to remove
halos, which is relevant to the limitations of [83]. This functional will have to face
two main problems: on the one hand, the transition from a low to a high resolution,
and on the other hand, the maintenance of a higher saturation than current methods.
In this section, a method to couple the prediction power of CNN with the precision
of variational methods is described. To this aim, let us remark that the variable w of
the functional (27) represents the ratio of each color candidate which is represented
in the final result. This comes from the fact that, for a given vector w ∈ RC , the
minimum of
C
Õ
wi ku − ci k
(33)
i=1

with respect to u is given by
C
Õ

wi ci .

(34)

i=1

Thus, it can be seen as a probability distribution of the colors in the desired color
image, which is exactly the same purpose as the one of the CNN in [83].
Figure 12 shows an overview of [54]. First, the gray-scale image, considered
as the luminance L is given as an input to the CNN. The output of the CNN is a
probability distribution over 313 possible chromaticity at low resolution (64×64). In
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Fig. 12 Overview of method [54]. A CNN computes color distribution on each pixel. A variational
method selects then a color for each pixel based on a regularity hypothesis.

order to initialize the minimization algorithm, the output weights of the CNN can
be used. The CNN provides a coarse scale output, that needs an up-sampling before
producing a suitable output at original definition. Two ways can be considered. For
the first one, the variational method can be used at coarse scale (low definition),
and then an interpolation can be performed to recover a result at fine scale (high
definition). For the second one, the probability distributions can be interpolated to
get a high definition array. In the following, the second approach will be preferred.
Indeed, the interpolation of a color image produces a decrease of the saturation,
that makes images drabber. By interpolating the probability distributions instead of
the color images, the variational method will be able to compute a color for each
pixel based on a coupling of the channels at high resolution. The given probability
distribution is then used as initialization value for the numerical scheme. As it was still
Í
proposed in [60], the variable u is initialized with C
i=1 wi ci . After the iterations of
the functional, the result, denoted by (u∗, w ∗ ), provides some binary weights (see, eg,
[60], Section 2.3.2) and a regularized result u∗ that gives two chromaticity channels,
a and b, at initial definition. Recombined with the luminance L and transformed into
the RGB space, that produces a color image.
Let us remark that the authors of [83] proposed to first produce the color image
and then to resize it with bi-cubic interpolation. Unfortunately, up-sampling or downsampling images with bi-linear or bi-cubic interpolations reduce the saturation of the
colors and make them drabber than the original. To avoid that, we propose here the
opposite approach: we first up-sample the color distribution, and then we compute a
color image at full definition by using it. Since the numerical scheme is used at full
definition, the required memory of the algorithm for all the weights and the colors is
a limitation to process high resolution images on a standard PC. To tackle this issue,
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Fig. 13 Results of Zhang et al. [83] compared with Mouzon et al. [54]. The histogram of the
saturation shows the second result is shinier than the first one. Indeed, the average value of the
saturation is higher for the model of Mouzon et al. [54] (0.4228) than the one of [83] (0.3802).

we propose to select some of the 313 colors. This selection is done with respect to
the probability distribution of the colors, by choosing the 10 highest modes.
This choice of 10 modes has been done experimentally. For most images, 8 or 9
candidates are enough and taking more of them does not improve the result, but it
increases the computational time. On the other hand, taking less candidates decreases
the quality of the result on a significant number of images. Finally, the number of 10
is a fair trade-off.
The training step of the CNN is done as in [83]. The variational step is not
taken into account during the training process. Indeed, the relation between the
initialization of the weights and the result is not analytically described and the
gradient back-propagation algorithms is not suitable for this problem. Thus, the
training is done by feeding the CNN with a gray-scale image as input and a color
distribution as output. The variational step remains independent of the full framework
during the training step. Its integration will be the purpose of future works.
In the next section, numerical results are presented.
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5.2.2 Numerical Results

Target (input)

Result of [83]

Result of [54]

Fig. 14 Comparison of [54] with [83]. This example provides a proof of concept. The method
of [54] is able to remove the halo effects on the colorization result of [83].

In this section we show a qualitative comparison between [83] and the framework
of [54]. A lot of results provided by [83] are accurate and reliable. We show on these
examples that the method of [54] does not reduce the quality of the images. We
then propose some comparisons with erroneous results of [83], which shows that the
method of [54] is reliable to fully automatically colorize images without artifacts
and halo effects. A time comparison between the CNN inference computation and
the variational step will be proposed to show that the regularization of the result
is not a burden on the CNN approach. Finally, to show the limitation of CNN in
image colorization, we show some results where neither the approach of [83] nor the
framework of [54] are able to produce some reliable results.
Figure 13 shows the colorization results of the method of Zhang et al. [83].
Whereas it is hard to see that the method of [54] produces a shinier result than the
result of [83] unless being a calibration expert, the histogram of the saturation is able
to show the improvement. Indeed, since the histogram is right-shifted, it means that
globally, the saturation is higher on the result of [54]. Quantitatively, the average of
the saturation is equal to 0.4228 for the method of [54], while it is equal to 0.3802 for
the method of [83]. This improvement comes from the fact that the method of [54]
selects one color among the ones given by the results of the CNN, whereas the
method of [83] computes the annealed mean of them. The mean of the chrominances
of the colors produces a decrease of the saturation and makes the colors drabber. By
using a selection algorithm based on the image regularization, the method of [54]
is able to avoid this drawback.
The result in Figure 14 is a proof of concept for the proposed framework. We can
see a toy example which is automatically colorized by the method of [83]. The result
given by the method of [83] produces some halo effect near the only contour of the
image, which is unnatural. The regularization of the result is able to remove this halo
effect and to recover an image looking less artificial. This toy example contains only
two constant parts. The aim of the variational method is to couple the contours of
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Fig. 15 Comparison between [54] and [83].

the chrominance channels and the ones of the luminance. The result produced with
the method of [54] contains no halo effect, showing the benefits of their framework.
In Figure 15, we review some results and we compare them to the method of [83].
For the lion, (first line), a misalignment of the colors with the gray scale image is
visible (a part of the lion is colorized in blue and a part of the sky is brown beige).
This is a typical case of halo effect where the framework of [54] is able to remove
the artifacts. For the image of mountaineer, on the result of [83] some pink stains
appear. With the method of [54], the minimization of the total variation ensures the
regularity of the image, thus it removes these strains.
Figure 16 shows additional results. The first line is an old port-card. Its colorization is reliable with the CNN and, in addition, the variational approach makes
it a little bit shinier. This example shows the ability of the approach of [54] to
colorize historical images. In the second example, most of the image is well colorized by the original method of [83]. Nevertheless, the lighthouse as well as
the right-side building contain some orange halos that are not reliable. With the
variational method, the colors are convincing. Additional results are available on
http://www.fabienpierre.fr/colorization
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Target (input)

Result of [83]

Result of [54]

Fig. 16 Additional comparisons of [54] with [83].

The computational time of the CNN forward pass is about 1.5 sec in GPU,
whereas the minimization of the variational model (27) is about 15 sec in Matlab
on CPU. In [66], the authors provide a computation time almost equal to 1 sec
with unoptimized GPU implementation. Since the minimization scheme of [77] is
approximately the same, the computational time would be almost equal. Thus, the
computational time of the approach of [54] is not a burden in comparison with the
method of [83].
In Figure 17, a failure case is shown. In this case, since the minimization of the
variational model strongly depends on its initialization, the method of [54] is not
able to recover realistic colors. Actually, fully automatic colorization remains an
open problem.

6 Conclusion and Future Works
In this chapter, we have shown that image colorization has known a huge progress
during the last ten years by introducing a wide number of methods and approaches.
Some extensions of these techniques have been proposed for video colorization but
with limited number of frames. Future works could consider this application with
more success. In this work, we have shown some limitations to colorization which let
the topic open for active research. Joint approaches have shown their efficiency and
a combination of deep leaning with manual approaches could enhance the human
system interface for image and video colorization.
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Result of [54]

Fig. 17 Fail case. The prediction of the CNN is not able to recover a reliable color.
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